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the audience at our research forums in New York and San 

nearly 10 years as a way to discuss investment ideas with 

fund managers and other investment professionals. All of 

a sudden a host of pension fund representatives turned up 

should allocate to managed futures, it’s how much. And that 

prompted us to take a closer look at what might be driving 

this upsurge of interest.

the knock on the head that pension funds—and especially 

because they need return, but the crisis delivered the second 
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At the same time, the crisis provided an acid test of the claim that returns generated by commodity 

trading advisors are uncorrelated with stock and bond returns and therefore reduce the volatility of 

returns. The crisis also showed that CTAs can make money under the worst of market circumstances 

and revealed the fact that with CTAs, what you see is what you get. They were accurately valued 

We also were invited this year to a two-day investment seminar in Geneva organized by the pension 

fund for CERN, the pan-European organization that operates one of the world’s most advanced 

such things as what gives matter its mass and why nature prefers matter to antimatter.

We learned that CERN’s pension fund is seriously underfunded and the current head of the fund is 

committed to new approaches to improving its returns and meeting its liabilities. We also learned 

that CERN has decided to commit 30% of its portfolio to true alternatives, of which managed 

futures are an important subset, and that CERN is now embarked on a plan to reach this goal over 

the next few years.

So clearly there is a lot of interest in the pension fund world in alternative sources of return and for a number of reasons managed 

Ì¸» Ð®±¾´»³ Ð»²·±² Ú«²¼ Ø¿ª» ¬± Í±´ª»

But the raw material they have to work with—global stocks and bonds—does not hold out much hope. As shown in Exhibit 1, global 

declining interest rates. Now that interest rates are very nearly zero, there is really no chance that bonds can repeat this performance.

can only be explained by their need for return.

improve things. In a way, the timing could not have been better. The CTA business has come out of the garage and matured in 

To be clear, it should be noted that the term “managed futures” is broader than “commodity trading advisor,” which is a regulatory 

designation. Many large hedge funds use the same tools as CTAs but prefer being thought of and regulated as a hedge fund. Our 

research focuses solely on CTAs and so we will stick with this subset of the hedge fund industry for the purposes of this article.
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positive; second, that they are uncorrelated with stock and bond returns; and third, that their volatility is relatively stable.

While there is a contentious literature on whether CTAs make money or not, we have two indexes of CTA returns that are about as free 

Both indices are based on returns net of the usual hedge fund-like fees that CTAs charge.

that are open for investment and willing to provide us with daily returns. It is reconstituted at the beginning of each calendar year, it 

The main problem with our index is that its history is too short to compare with those of global stocks and bonds. To deal with this, we 

either.

3.22% was over and above a risk-free rate of interest. The resulting Sharpe ratio was 0.35.

Ù®± Û¨½»

É±®´¼ Û¯«·¬·» É±®´¼ Þ±²¼ ÝÌß É±®´¼ Û¯«·¬·» É±®´¼ Þ±²¼ ÝÌß

Î»¬«®² 1.12% 3.08% íòîîû

Ê±´¿¬·´·¬§ 3.02% çòïçû

Î¿¬·± 2.153 0.735 0.07 1.02 ðòíëï

Ó¿¨·³«³ Ü®¿©¼±©² -5.4% -10.3%

ß«³»¼ Î¿¬·± ðòîë ðòì ðòíë
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 Pension funds are beginning to pay closer attention to managing their risks and on 

this front, they cannot help but notice that return volatilities in the managed futures 

realm are fairly stable while volatilities in equities are hugely variable. This is a lesson 

that we learned when we asked why drawdowns in equities would be deeper and 

longer than those we observe in managed futures even if the overall or average return 

volatilities in the two markets were set equal to one another. The answer lies in the 

behavior of return volatilities. 

 

In equities, as shown in Exhibit 4, return volatilities have varied widely over the past 

20 years. And it is apparent that volatility “regimes” can last a long time in equities. 

For several years in the mid to late 1990s, and again in the middle of the 2000s, equity 

Well Known Managed Futures 
Researchers Galen Burghardt and Brian 
Walls Address Hot Topics of Correlation, 
Volatility and Study Bias
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S&P 500 Index 

Source: Newedge Group

In contrast, CTAs work hard to keep their return volatilities under control as part of their business model. As a result, when markets are 

highly volatile, CTAs scale back their positions to bring risk into line with their goals. These tight risk controls produced the following 

return volatilities:

From these, one would never know that 2008 and 2009 were crisis years. 

Ì¸» Ð®±¾´»³ Ì¸¿¬ ÝÌß Ý¿² Ø»´° Ð»²·±² Ú«²¼ Í±´ª»

 Because CTAs’ returns are what they are and behave the way they do, they provide a way for pension funds to tackle three problems—

smoothing return, increasing returns and reducing the depth and length of drawdowns. 

To illustrate these points, we set up the problem this way. First, we decided to “shrink” equity and bond Sharpe ratios back to values 

that would be plausible. For example, anyone who invests in equities cannot possibly believe that their true Sharpe ratio is only 0.07 

we had no reason to suppose that this value was either too high or too low. 
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Anyone doing this kind of analysis must keep in mind that Sharpe ratios have wide distributions and not to demand more precision than 

randomness allows. At the same time, we think these are reasonably representative values for the problem at hand. As Mark Carhart 

The 60/40 equity/debt mix we work with is wildly at odds with any kind of mean/variance optimum and with the global equity and bond 

and can achieve their expected return goals only by taking very large amounts of risk with equities. 

And so, using these values, here is what we found when we included CTAs in a conventional equity/debt portfolio.

 

 If the primary objective of the pension fund is to smooth returns, then the results in Exhibit 5 show that return volatility could be 

Moreover, because CTAs manage their risks the way they do, the portfolio’s return volatility also would be more stable than what they 

 On the other hand, if the pension seeks to increase returns, they can take advantage of the fact that the CTA business model produces 

a portfolio of cash and futures that is very heavy on cash. The reason is simply this. Gains and losses on futures can be translated into 

calculate if you assume that an investor’s funding level (i.e., the amount of cash given over the CTA) is the same as the CTA’s trading 

level (i.e., the hypothetical amount of money used as the denominator when calculating returns). 

In practice, most of this cash is not needed for risk management purposes and it is possible to invest in CTAs using funding levels that 

are lower than the CTAs’ trading levels. And, in the next set of columns in Exhibit 5, we show what would have happened to portfolio 

returns and volatilities if the funding level were set equal to half the trading level. 

accomplish this with a reduction in overall return volatility as a bonus. 

returns is better for a pension fund than is the highly variable volatility that one can expect from equity returns. 

Ø±© Ó«½¸ Í¸±«´¼ Ð»²·±² Ú«²¼ ×²ª»¬ ·² ÝÌßá

This question has come up at our research forums and it is the question we addressed at the CERN asset management seminar in 

Geneva. The answer is surprisingly large, if you take as a starting point a portfolio that is too heavily weighted toward equities and if 

you grant the correlation and Sharpe ratio assumptions we used above.

 The question we asked and answered for our presentation was simply this. If you start with a 60/40 stock/bond portfolio, just how good 

more than what they have delivered over the past two decades. The other was that it is almost inconceivable that a pension fund would 

MANAGED FUTURES RESEARCHERS 
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this exercise, though, is that these Sharpe ratios are minimum performance standards for an 

alternative to stocks and bonds and CTAs have done better than these standards. 

Ó¿²¿¹»¼ Ú«¬«®» ¿ ¿ Ó±¼»´ ±º Ø±© Ù±±¼ Ø»¼¹» Ú«²¼ Ý¿² Þ»

Investing in hedge funds—CTAs included—poses several problems for institutional 

investors, not the least of which is that returns are self-reported. On other fronts, however, 

managed futures set a standard that is rarely matched and almost impossible for other 

classes of hedge funds to exceed. In particular, managed futures afford high transparency 

and liquidity and can be used with very low foreign exchange risk.

Transparency comes from the fact that everything is marked to market daily at real market 

prices. The liquidity stems from the fact that the CTA model combines positions in futures, which are extremely liquid, with large 

for cash because they could. 

As a further bonus, foreign exchange is extremely easy to manage in a CTA portfolio. The cash can be held in nearly any currency 

the investor chooses and the gains and losses on futures positions can be swept into the home currency with whatever frequency the 

for investments in CTAs.

 Is there a capacity problem? We think that for all practical purposes the answer is no. This question was on everyone’s lips when 

CTAs managed only $100 billion, and since then CTAs have found ways to grow well beyond what they thought were their capacity 

constraints. 

demand for activity and open positions. And part of the explanation is that the largest and most successful CTAs diversify across 

momentum models. So there is not the same rush to get into a trade or out of a trade that brought down the quant equity strategy in 

August 2007. 

So what’s not to like? Pension funds have serious problems that conventional assets may not be able to help them solve. Their returns 

have been too low, too volatile and their drawdowns have been too deep and too long. At the same time, the managed futures industry 

has matured to the point where it can offer a credible and hugely valuable investment tool that affords positive, uncorrelated and 

stable returns. These three things alone would make CTAs ideal for pension funds. And knowing that they work in a tightly regulated 

environment, that their valuations are accurate and transparent and that they afford such a high level of liquidity will assure chief 

funds need what CTAs offer and they are now ready to take them seriously.
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Investors (Bloomberg, 2011). They thank Mark Carhart (Kepos Capital), Antti Ilmanen  (AQR Capital Management) and Theodore 

Economou and Gregoire Haenni (CERN pension fund) for many lively conversations and for their guidance in this research. They also 

thank their colleagues in research at Newedge, Ryan Duncan and Lianyan Liu. Any questions about analysis or sources of data and 

information can be addressed directly to the authors at either galen.burghardt@newedge.com or brian.walls@newedge.com.

For additional information visit www.NewEdge.com
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